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Abstract
We present Truffle, a novel framework for implementing

managed languages in JavaTM. The language implementer

writes an AST interpreter, which is integrated in our frame-

work that allows tree rewriting during AST interpretation.

Tree rewrites incorporate type feedback and other profiling

information into the tree, thus specializing the tree and aug-

menting it with run-time information. When the tree reaches

a stable state, partial evaluation compiles the tree into opti-

mized machine code. The partial evaluation is done by Graal,

the just-in-time compiler of our Java VM (a variation of the

Java HotSpot VM). To show that Truffle supports a variety of

programming language paradigms, we present prototype im-

plementations of JavaScript (a dynamically typed program-

ming language) and J (an array programming language).

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Programming
Languages]: Processors—Run-time environments, Opti-

mization

General Terms Algorithms, Languages, Performance

Keywords Java, JavaScript, J, Truffle, Graal, dynamic lan-

guages, virtual machine, language implementation

1. Introduction
An abstract syntax tree (AST) interpreter is a simple and

natural way to implement a programming language. How-

ever, it is usually also considered the slowest approach be-

cause of the high overhead of virtual method dispatch. Lan-

guage implementers therefore define bytecodes to speed up

interpretation, followed by a just-in-time compiler that is

needed to reach excellent peak performance. In addition, a

high-performance garbage collector is necessary for auto-

matic memory management, together with a runtime system

to form a complete virtual machine (VM) The algorithms for

all these components are well known. However, VM code is
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rarely reused when implementing a VM for a new language.

This makes the process of developing new high-performance

languages expensive and tedious.

Truffle is a novel approach to implement AST interpreters

in which the syntax tree is modified during interpretation to

incorporate type feedback [5]. This tree rewriting is a gen-

eral and powerful mechanism to optimize many constructs

common in dynamic programming languages. Our system is

implemented in Java and uses the static typing and primitive

data types of Java elegantly to avoid a boxed representation

of primitive values in dynamic programming languages.

The just-in-time (JIT) compiler of our Java VM, named

Graal [3], is extensible and accessible from the AST inter-

preter. The Truffle compilation system uses Graal on top

of the Java HotSpot VM to create optimized machine code

snippets for parts of a Truffle AST. The main idea is to

exploit that the AST changes rarely after it has reached a

stable state. We use partial evaluation and assume that the

current AST node structure remains constant. We inline the

execute methods of all AST nodes into one big compila-

tion unit. This compilation unit is then optimized by Graal. If

there is a control path that would change the Truffle AST, we

remove it from the compiled code and instead replace it with

a runtime call that triggers deoptimization [2], i.e., the op-

timized machine code is discarded and execution continues

in the AST interpreter. This way, we are able to create opti-

mized machine code for a Truffle sub-tree that only contains

the fast path for every node. This results in an executable ver-

sion of the sub-tree that is valid as long as no AST rewriting

needs to be performed. Such rewriting should be relatively

rare as an AST will only be scheduled for optimization when

profiling indicates that it is stable.

The source code of our system is available as open source

from [3].

2. Related Work
The system most closely related to Truffle is PyPy [4]. Truf-

fle shares with PyPy the main mission: automatically de-

riving an efficient implementation of a language by using

an interpreter of that language written in a statically typed

language. The difference between PyPy and Truffle is that

PyPy uses a trace-based JIT compiler [1], while Truffle uses

a traditional method-based JIT compiler. Because of the dy-
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namic AST replacements in Truffle, we can leverage the best

of a trace compiler, i.e., only compiling the specialized fast

paths, while at the same time avoiding many of the problems

of trace compilers, e.g., handling or recursive method calls,

complications from trace tree merging to avoid code explo-

sion, or trace recording overhead.

3. Demonstration Outline
• Motivation for a modular language framework and re-use

of VM components.

• System architecture: Truffle runs on the Graal VM, a

modified version of the Java HotSpot VM with the Graal

JIT compiler. We present the basic architecture of Graal.

• Overview of Truffle: core classes that form the AST and

the framework for AST rewriting.

• AST interpreter cookbook: implementation of an AST

interpreter for a simple language. We will implement a

language and integrate it with the Truffle framework to

get a high-performance implementation of this language.

• Overview of the existing language implementations that

are under development: JavaScript (a dynamically typed

programming language) and J (an array programming

language).
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